
Apple AirPods Max, Space
Gray
249576

469,00 €

AirPods Max combine Hi-Fi audio with industry-leading
noise cancellation to deliver a listening experience unlike
any other. Each part of the specially designed drivers
delivers sound with ultra-low distortion across all audible
frequency ranges. From deep, rich bass to precise,
resonant midrange, every note is heard with a whole new
level of clarity.

instead of 629,00 €

You save 160,00 €

Immersive Listening
To block out unwanted ambient noise, AirPods Max use a total of six outward-facing microphones that detect sounds
in your environment and two inward-facing microphones that measure what you hear. The built-in beamforming
microphones help ensure your voice is heard clearly on every call - even in windy conditions.

Hear every detail
Apple's new dynamic driver reproduces a wealth of detail in every sound - delivering your favorite songs with
previously unheard texture and accuracy.

Distortionless playback
Modeled after those in high-end floor-standing speakers, the drivers feature a dual neodymium ring magnet motor for
minimal distortion across the audible frequency range. The result is consistently brilliant reproduction, even at full
volume.

Computational audio - key to performance.
AirPods Max feature a powerful H1 chip in each earcup, Apple’s proprietary acoustic design and advanced software.
Together with Computational Audio features, this delivers a revolutionary listening experience. Using each of the chip's
10 audio cores, these features can cancel outside noise, match playback to the fit of your ear cushions and make
movie scenes sound like you're in the middle of them.

Active Noise Cancelling
Revolutionary Active Noise Cancelling skilfully suppresses outside noise so you can focus on what you're listening to.
You can press the noise control button and switch to transparency mode in seconds,

SRP 629,00 €
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allowing you to hear ambient sounds again.

Tailor-made listening experience
Adaptive EQ perfectly adapts the sound to the headphone cups. The two inward-facing microphones measure what
you are hearing and continuously optimise the frequency of your music to faithfully reproduce every note.

Spatial audio, a theatre-like experience/ Spatial Audio
3D audio with dynamic head tracking creates a sound that surrounds you during movies and TV shows. With built-in
gyro and accelerometer sensors, AirPods Max and your iPhone or iPad track the slight movements of your head and
lock the sound to the position of your device. 3D audio works with movies, TV and videos in supported apps. Requires
an iPhone or iPad.

On-head detection
AirPods Max automatically pause playback when you take them off and restart when you put them back on. So you
never miss a beat.

Message retrieval feature
Let Siri do the work. You don't have to worry about messages anymore; with Siri's help, incoming messages can be
read aloud and answered at the same time.

Always-on Siri
Ask for directions, check the weather or simply time a meeting all with a simple "Hey Siri". With an enormous number
of commands, Siri is more helpful than ever.

20 hours of playtime
Listen to music, watch a movie or have a conversation for up to 20 hours with active noise cancellation and spatial
audio turned off. AirPods Max charge via the Lightning connector and provide 1.5 hours of use after a quick 5 minutes.
When not in use, store the AirPods Max in the Smart Case to increase battery life.

Elaborately simple.
One-tap connection: AirPods Max connect instantly to your iPhone or iPad. To connect, simply bring AirPods Max
close to the device and press connect on the screen.

Seamless switching: Easily switch back and forth between iPhone, iPad and Mac. * Listen to music on your Mac and
make a call on your iPhone at the same time, AirPods Max automatically switch devices.

Share audio: Easily share an audio stream between two AirPods devices on your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch or Apple
TV. Simply bring any AirPods near the device you're using and connect it with a tap.

What's in the box

    •  AirPods Max
    •  Smart Case
    •  Lightning to USB-C Cable

*Requires an iCloud account and software running macOS 11.1 or later, iOS 14.3, iPadOS 14.3, watchOS 7.2, or tvOS
14.3 or later is supported.

** Works with iPhone 8 or later and iPod touch (7th generation) with the latest version of iOS; iPad Pro 12.9 inches
(2nd generation or later), iPad Pro 11 inches, iPad Pro 10.5 inches, iPad (5th generation or later), iPad Air (3rd and 4th
generation) and iPad mini (5th generation) with the latest version of iPadOS; and Apple TV with the latest version of
tvOS.

Specs

Product Attributes
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EAN: 0194252244968

Manufacturer number: MGYH3ZM/A

Product weight: 0.05 kilograms
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